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Weather related natural disasters can cause loss of life and excessive damages to buildings,
roads and infrastructure in general. As a consequence of climate change, it is expected that
weather related natural disasters could occur more frequently in the future. In Western Norway
more floods, mudslides and avalanches is expected. Sea level rise could cause storm surges to
cause more damages in the decades to come. But also societal trends and development make
the society more exposed and vulnerable to natural hazards, other circumstances equal. In this
respect, local and regional spatial planning play a crucial role in mitigating the threat that
weather related natural hazards pose to society. The projects main goal is to increase the ability of local and regional spatial planning in preventing weather related natural hazards to cause
damages. The focus will be to prevent damages that could be caused as a consequence of climate change.
TARGETS

Fig 1. DRIVERS OF VULNERABILITY

MAIN TARGET: Strengthen the ability to prevent damages caused by weather related natural hazards through
local and regional spatial planning
T1: Develope new knowledge on the relationship between the preparation and execution of land use plans
on one side and magnitude and frequency of weather related natural disasters on the other side.
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T2: Develope new knowledge and planning tools in order
to prevent future weather related natural disasters
through regional and local spatial planning.
T3: Increase the knowledge and competence among
planners through developing new teaching modules for a
masters degree in planning at the University College in
Sogn og Fjordane and the University College in Bergen.

Fig. 2. THE PROJECT REGION
Counties of Møre og Romsdal, Sogn og Fjordane, Hordaland and Rogaland

PROJECT OUTLINE
The project will consist of three main parts (fig. 3), in addition
to case study selection (WP 1) and dissemination (WP 5):
WP 2) Make a systematic analysis of recent weather related
natural disasters in Western Norway (fig. 2) and determine
whether the damage could have been less severe if the spatial planning process had been carried out differently, the
plans were adhered to or that the natural disaster event was
unexpected in terms of magnitude and character. WP 3) On
the basis of the results from WP 2 a) develop a better knowledge base and new management tools in order to improve the
local- and regional spatial planning’s ability to mitigate and
prevent weather related natural disaster to cause damages.
WP 4) On the basis of WP2 and WP 3 develop course modules on natural hazards, climate change and spatial planning
for a masters degree in planning.

WEATHER RELATED NATURAL HAZARDS IN WESTERN NORWAY
Natural hazards is inherently a part of life in Western Norway. The landscape is dominated by mountains,
steep valleys and fjords. Precipitation is plentiful during all seasons. In winter and spring, snow avalanches occur, and during summer and autumn there are floods, rock falls and mudslides. Historically, snow avalanches
have caused the highest number of fatalities, over 1500 during the last 150 years, while other types of avalanches as well as rockfalls and mudslides have caused approximately 500 deaths in the same period (NGU
2011). Floods and storm surges have not caused the same number of fatalities, but the economic impact has
been increasing during the last decades. During the last 10 years, the payments made by the Norwegian
Natural Disasters Pool have varied between 100 and 500 Mio NOK pr year (Norsk Naturskadepool 2010).
CLIMATE CHANGE AND NATURAL HAZARDS
During the last century, the amount of precipitation has increased by around 20 % in Western Norway. By
2050, it’s projected that Western Norway will receive an additional 25 % increase in precipitation, mostly
through increased autumn, spring and winter precipitation. Furthermore is the temperature projected to increase by up to 2,3 degrees C.(Hanssen-Bauer et al 2009). Floods are expected to increase in Western Norway, both as a response to an increase in extreme precipitation events, and as a response to increased snow
melting i winter and spring. Snow– and slush avalanches, mud slides and rock falls are likely to increase as a
response to increased precipitation (fig. 5) (Jaedicke et al 2008, Hanssen-Bauer et al. 2009). However, less
snow in low lying areas might reduce the risk of snow avalanches in some areas. Storm surges caused by a
combination of high tide and wind recently caused massive damages in the northern part of Western Norway
(the hurricane Dagmar). As sea levels increase, storm surges might caused increase damages in the future.
Fig. 4: PROJECTIONS FOR EXTREME PRECIPITATION

Fig. 5: TRIGGERS OF SNOW AVALANCHES
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ADAPTATION GUIDANCE FOR SPATIAL PLANNING
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The Hattestad Terrase disaster in Bergen, Sept, 2005. Three people died.
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SPATIAL PLANNING AND DAMAGES FROM NATURAL HAZARDS
In the Nordic countries, spatial planning is the responsibility of municipalities. In Norway, this is supervised by
the regional authorithies with the county governor and the elected county board’s administration. In the
county of Sogn og Fjordane, 18 % of the inhabitants live in areas potentially exposed to avalanches. Several
settlements are also within areas that will be flooded by 200 and 500 years floods. The damages from natural
disaster events on infrastructure have increased the last decades. As several authors point out, this is not a
result of an increase in extreme weather events, but as a consequence of increased infrastructure development in hazard prone areas (Aall et al. 2011, Rauken et al. 2010, NOU 24, 2000). Existing infrastructure are
also often not adapted to the current climate (Aall et al 2011). The increased infrastructure development in
hazard prone areas as well as its vulnerability to current conditions warrant’s new measures to increase the
adaptive capacity of spatial planning. Through revisions of regulations, more precautions towards natural
hazards is now necessary when making land use plans (Planning and Building Act, 2008). Adaptation guidelines for regional and local governments are also being produced (i.e klimatilpasning.no). The AREALKLIM
project will build on these efforts when developing new planning tools for increased adaptive capacity.

